PYA AARST SYMPOSIUM TRIP

*PYA Symposium Trip SUPPORTER

(1) PYA SILVER Symposium Supporter $2,000.00 (USD)

Subscription period: 1 year
No automatically recurring payments

Automatic member of CR3
LISTED AS A SILVER SYMPOSIUM PYA SUPPORTER

Unlimited Listing as PYA Supporter on all marketing materials, newsletter, websites, social media posting, and shout-outs during events.

CR3 News Magazine: • 1 full page color ads (one/issue)

Readership approx 20,000, International publication / 5 issues/yr

• 5 full page color ads (one/issue)
• 5 videos of your choice (one/issue)
• 5 audio of your choice (one/issue)
• 5 articles of your choice (one/issue)

PYA Website: https://radonreimagined.org

• Logo placement on home page
• Inclusion in PYA Mentorship:

PYA Mentorship Opportunities:

• Member of the PYA Mentorship program which allows the industry leader an opportunity to assist in student growth as a relevant guide.
YOUR DONATIONS HELP TO SUPPORT THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS

✓ Training programs

National Radon Proficiency Program (NRPP/NRSB)

All courses have been approved by NRPP/NRSB* after careful development and review. Because of this, state programs also accept the courses (the only exceptions are where state protocols differ from the national protocols or a preference for classroom only courses).

*National Radon Proficiency Program /National Radon Safety Board (NRSB)

- Radon & Radon Decay Product Measurement Course
- Associated Courses
- Radon Mitigation Technology
- NRPP and NRSB Measurement Exam Prep
- Presenting Radon Programs
- Resources for Radon Professionals

Creative Training
- Story Xperiential walks the PYA through the entire storytelling process as practiced at Pixar to create their own radon and health care story.

Trips to Events
- PYA participate in trips to conferences and community affairs to gain true and applicable knowledge.